
Natural Reference Sires (2018 Breeding Season) 

Cedarflo All In 836  Reg#18594383 

• When he was born, I knew we would save him for use as a natural sire.  His dam is a moderate 

framed Regis 904 daughter, who puts a lot of style and function into her progeny.  All In 2138 

produces offspring with a light birthweight that grow exponentially.  This sire is straight, 

smooth, long and well muscled.  His calves should be attractive as proven by Lot #s 3A, 35A, 

53A, 57A, & 136 

MAR 4097 Aberdeen 2194  Reg#17921722 

• This RWA 2194 bull was our selection from Maher’s 2015 sale.  He was selected for his outcross 

pedigree.  His progeny will display a touch more frame and length that is offset by his calving 

ease numbers.  He was probably one of the most fertile bulls we’ve ever had.  Give him all the 

late calvers and he would have them in the first cyle the next year.  He proved this time and 

again.  Hopefully some of that fertility rubs off to the next generations.  My favorite progeny 

from him are Lot #’s 18, 22, 92, 110A & 147 

Ridl Aviator 790  Reg#18851640 

• 790 was a bull I didn’t go looking for but fell in love with on site.  His sire is known for a smaller 

frame, exceptional muscle expression and calving ease.  All were present in this animal.  790 had 

a depth, thickness and athleticism that I felt his contemporaries couldn’t touch.   

MAR Sonic 719  Reg#18990857 

• DL Sonic 444, this bulls sire, is known for having an exceptional BW to WW spread.  Knowing 

that, and wanting that particular infuence, led me to this animal.  He was smooth shouldered, 

with muscle packed in the rear end.  Expect progeny that come out easy and grow with a touch 

more leg under them.   

Cedarflo Comrade 387  Reg#18953271 

• This bull was the definition of a Cedarflo animal.  He started with an exceptional temperament, 

couple that with a small/moderate frame with all the bullish masculinity from his All In mother.  

He got himself hurt the day before our sale this last spring, I didn’t hesistate to keep him and 

use him on heifers and in relief as needed.  I hope his offspring are as charming and attractive as 

he was.  

Cedarflo Comrade 977  Reg#18953294 

• I saved him to us as a clean-up bull on our heifers.  He was replaced by 387 in that lineup but 

was used later to finish off the bred heifers.  He displayed all the moderate framed qualities of 

his sire.   

 

 



 

 

Natural Reference Sires (2017) 

Connealy Advance 3371  Reg#18230742 

• Tattoo #5133, I purchased him from the Connealy spring sale 2016.  He had a moderate BW with 

a WW Ratio of 110 out of 120 contemporaries.  His sire is known for making very stylish animals 

and their catalog listed his mother as an attrative, larger framed Heat daughter.  A large Ribeye 

accentuated his profile.  The proof of his progeny are diplayed in Lot#’s 3B, 55A, 56A, 131 and 

133 

Cedarflo Excitement 45  Reg#18291842 

• This bull gets his punch from his Mandate dam.  Long and thick, he worked well as a cleanup 

bull.  His progeny show a feminine side, displaying what his dam was capable of.  Progeny of his 

made the top pen at last years bull sale due to their thick, muscled rear end and length of body.  

Check out Lot #’s 1307 and 757. 

Barstow Unanimous D23 Reg# 18645591 

• An easy keeping, Unanimous son out of an Upward daughter.  I purchased him from Barstow 

Angus in the spring of 2017.  Progeny should display good feet and structure, as did he.  

Exceptional progeny in the sale are Lot #’s 32A and 109A 

Connealy 12E7 043X  Reg#17892694 

• Dad fell in love with him at Connealy’s 2015 spring sale. He bought him off the top end of the 

sale.  Structurally correct and well muscled, with excellent feet.  A large ribeye highlights his 

carcass package.  He was a bull that looked like a bull.  Progeny are moderate framed with a ton 

of eye appeal.  I think his daughters are going to do fantastic things for someone.  Look at Lot#’s 

15, 16 and 17. 

Cedarflo Comrade 635  Reg#18294769 

• We saved him to clean up our heifers in 2016.  Satisfied with the results, I used him again in 

2017.  Progeny are smooth shouldered with a nice eye appeal.  Most of them should be as 

productive as their sire in producing a square calf that comes out easy and doesn’t lag behind.  

Check out Lot #’s 46A, 92A, 96A and 97A. 


